Deliver Differently:
BOPIS Reimagined.
Buy Online, Pick-Up In-Store (BOPIS) offers
the seamless online and in-store shopping
experience today’s customers demand.
However, for retailers seeking competitive
differentiation based on customer
experience, convenience, and reduced
last-mile delivery costs, a Buy Online, PickUp In Locker (BOPIL) offering is required.

15k+

Parcel Pending by Quadient lockers
provide a contactless, cost-effective
solution that compliments your BOPIS
offering by simplifying in-store and online
order retrieval and returns. Our lockers
improve customer experience, drive
revenue growth, and provide the modern
experience your customers seek.

Installations
Worldwide

72M+
Annual

Deliveries

4M+
Users

Served

Electronic parcel lockers offer a fast,
innovative and tailor-made withdrawal
experience for our customers, while
simultaneously relieving our teams of
managing incoming parcels. An oftentime-consuming process, especially
during peak periods.
Yann Catry
Director of Operations,
Decathlon France

Strengthen the
customer experience
An intuitive
BOPIL experience
Make the retrieval of online orders faster, easier
and more convenient. Branded notifications are
sent via email or SMS to customers the moment
their parcel is ready for retrieval. The easy-touse application makes the experience both fast
and error-proof – whether collecting a package
or returning an order.

Drive incremental revenue
Designate your retail location as a BOPIL
delivery point to boost in-store traffic. As
customers come to retrieve their orders, many
will stay to browse the store, making additional
purchases that will boost your bottom line.

Seamless returns
Make your returns process quick, easy and
convenient and get inventory back on the
shelves fast. With the Parcel Pending Standard
and Lite Outdoor solutions, returns can be
made 24/7 for added customer convenience.

Easily scale as delivery
volume grows
Seamlessly add additional parcel locker
columns or modules to match delivery growth
for effortless scalability.

Carrier Agnostic
Our intelligent lockers are carrieragnostic, meaning any carrier agent can
deliver to and collect packages from the
locker units.
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Parcel Pending Standard
Indoor and Outdoor
Locker solutions
Our Standard Indoor and Outdoor locker
solutions enable large retailers to quickly and
efficiently manage increased volumes of BOPIS
orders and returns seamlessly. Integrating the
Standard Outdoor provides 24/7 order collection
and returns for enhanced customer convenience.

Parcel Pending Lite Indoor
and Outdoor Locker solutions
The Lite Indoor has a modular, scalable design that
adapts easily to any location.
The Lite Outdoor offers 24/7 order collection and
returns for enhanced customer convenience.
Both solutions are battery operated, giving you
freedom to assemble the lockers where and how you
want. No need for special approvals or installation
authorizations.

Go mobile with the Quadient delivery
and collection application
Available on the Apple and
Google Play Store, the mobile
app provides customers with
an automated, secure process
that eliminates long lines, and
unnecessary contact with the
lockers.
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INSTANT
NOTIFICATIONS

Automatic
notifications are
sent to the customer
when their parcel is
available for pick-up.
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CONTACTLESS
COLLECTION
AND RETURN

LOCKER
LOCALIZATION

Customers scan the
provided barcode and
the designated locker
door opens.

Customers can easily
find the locker pick
up location thanks to
integrated Google
Maps.
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Beyond parcel
delivery
Attract attention and
increase foot-traffic
in-store by providing
exclusive offers to
customers who opt for
in-store parcel collection.
Surprise customers
with product samples,
coupons, or special prize
giveaways that are only
available to customers
when a BOPIL purchase
has been made.

Integrate with ease
Parcel Pending by Quadient offers a cloud-based platform for efficient
parcel locker network management. It provides real-time monitoring and
alerts to help you keep track of your installed base while providing user and
device management tools, tracking, and notification management.
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE (BI) CAPABILITIES
Our built-in BI capabilities make it simple to optimize the efficiency of your locker
network. Track key indicators like usage and rotation rates, as well as network
capacity averages.

Worry-free maintenance
To keep your focus on creating exceptional shopping experiences for your customers,
Parcel Pending offers the help you need to ensure a smooth transition and usage
of your locker solution. For lockers that are self-installable and self-maintainable,
like the Parcel Pending Lite, Quadient offers a range of services to support the
entire installation process from start to finish. For the Parcel Pending Standard,
these services are automatically included in your contract. For any maintenance
required, our technicians are available to provide on-site support and repairs.

ABOUT PARCEL PENDING BY QUADIENT
Quadient is the leading parcel management provider for retailers worldwide and the exclusive locker provider for

Lowe’s Home Improvement. With over 15,000 placements globally, Parcel Pending by Quadient offers a wide range of
solutions that ensure simple, secure, and seamless online order pick-ups and returns.
For more information about Parcel Pending by Quadient, visit:
parcelpending.com/markets/retail-parcel-lockers/

